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1) Acceptance of Rules

Each participant must agree to the official rules set by the SUNY Morrisville

Esport club and the NJCAAE. You can accept these rules by the following methods:

● Registering for the tournament

● Participating in any event match that is apart of the tournament

1.2) NJCAAE Discretion

The esport space is ever-growing and changing, as such, NJCAAE reserves the

right to change, update, add, or remove any rules it deems necessary to keep competitive

integrity and consistency across the industry at the NJCAAE’s goals.

For more information on the NJCAAE discretion please visit:

https://help.generationesports.com/hc/en-us/articles/4404284181140-NJCAAE-NBA-2K22-

Rules#heading-8

https://help.generationesports.com/hc/en-us/articles/4404284181140-NJCAAE-NBA-2K22-Rules#heading-8
https://help.generationesports.com/hc/en-us/articles/4404284181140-NJCAAE-NBA-2K22-Rules#heading-8


2) Match Details

Connection:

Gamemode: Blacktop

Game Style:

Quarter lengths:

Players: 1 v 1 Double Eliminations

Loser Bracket VS Winners Bracket

Multi Day Event (2-day)

20pt Half Court

Mirror Matches are not permitted and each team match up will be different, so

there will be no issues regarding cheating, foul play or cross teaming.



3) Game Rules

● You will have 5 minutes to show up for your game before you are disqualified,

should you be disqualified you will not be allowed to rejoin or ask for a later

game. You will have set times, if you have a problem with it please contact

Angela Rhodes. Should only one party show up, would make it an automatic

win for the party in the lobby. Should neither parties show up, that bracket

branch will be voided.

● This will be a 1v1 double elimination tournament meaning there will be no

cross teaming of any kind.

● The decision of what circumstances merit a game restart will be up to the

MES Board/Tournament hosts and solely up to the MES Board. Restart

protocol will be determined and communicated to the team before being

executed.

● In the event of a tie, another match will be played to determine the winner or,

if short on time, will be determined by either a coin flip or a classic game of

rock, paper, scissors.

● There will be no streaming allowed as it will be a Face to Face competition,

but spectators are allowed, BUT must be quiet at all times, as that would be

considered cross teaming.

● Players are not permitted to use the pause feature during game play, and

each player is allotted a certain amount of time outs during the match.

● The MES Board/Tournament Hosts, will be keeping an eye on all games as

Referees.



4) Rules and Conduct Violations

● Should someone violate any of the above rules, they will be disqualified and

banned from any other MES Tournaments for the rest of the semester


